INTRODUCTION
The theory of languages deals with finite words and sets of finite words. Infinité words as séquences of éléments of some finite alphabet X indexed by Jf have been considered in many papers (in particular McNaughton [5] and Nivat [6] ).
It is clear that the reversai of an infinité word is not defined : it should be a séquence indexed by the set of négative integers. And the concaténation of finite words is extended to infinité words in such a way that uv = u if u is infinité and v finite or infinité, which is somewhat unnatural.
We shall consider a more gênerai concept of infinité word, called an arrangement. An arrangement of éléments of A" is a family of éléments of X indexed by some linearly ordered set. (It is convenient to keep the term "infinité word" for arrangements indexed by Jf^) The reversai of an arrangement is now defined, and the concaténation of arrangements does not satisfy the above property.
We shall consider équations (and Systems of équations) in arrangements. For example the équation u = aub (where u is a variable ranging over arrangements and a, b are symbols from X) has the solution u = a® b~m. It has many other solutions (of the gênerai form a m Ab~m where A is an arbitrary arrangement) but d* b~& is clearly "the simplest one". For every System of équations, we shall define a "simplest" solution, which is in some sensé "generated" by the System considered as a context-free grammar.
To do this rigorously, we shall use dérivation trees. Let us recall that the frontier of a finite tree is the finite string of the labels of its terminal nodes considered from left to right. A word is generated by a context-free grammar if and only if it is the frontier of one of its dérivation trees.
M, COUKCELLB
The same idea will be used for our équations. Each équation has one infinité dérivation tree. lts "simplest" solution is the frontier of this dérivation tree (the frontier can be naturally defined as the arrangement of the labels of the terminal nodes, considered from left to right). We characterize it as an (thé) initial object in the category of all solutions of the given équation. Equations in catégories are more generally considered by Lehmann [4] , Some other results are proved:
1) every countable arrangement is the frontier of an infinité tree; 2) to have the same frontier (up to an isomorphism) is an équivalence relation on infinité trees which is a "global" property, not expressible in terms of the finite approximations of the considered trees (technically which is not algebraic in the sensé of Courcelle and Nivat [2] );
3) certain Systems of équations (called quasi-rational) can be solved explicitely by means of regular expressions with parameters, 1. ARRANGEMENTS 1.1. Let X be a finite alphabet. An arrangement is a triple A = < | A |, n 9 h > consisting of : 1) a set \A\; 2) a linear order % on | A | ; 3) a mapping h : | A | -» X Let se (X) be the class of ail arrangements and $$ f {X) [resp. sé m QC)~\ the class of finite (resp. countable) arrangements i. e. such that | A | is finite [resp. countable].
If X = { a }, an arrangement A is simply a linearly ordered set denoted by A = < | A |, n >. By convention, "let A = < | A |, n > be an arrangement..." means that X is singleton.
Let £ be the unique arrangement A such that ( A | =0. Words on X will be identified with finite arrangements: to the word u-a x a 2 ...a n (where a t E X) will correspond the arrangement < { 1> 2, ...,«}, g, h > where h (i) = a t for i = 1, 2, ...,«. The notation X* will be used instead of se f (X). An arrangement of the form <*/T ? ^»/*> corresponds to an infinité word in the sensé of [6] . Let X* be the set of such arrangements and I°°=ru X*. Finally, for a e X, let us define and a~m = < { -njn BJT }, ^9h} with h (i) -a for ail i.
In order to compare arrangements, we define morphisms.
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Let A = < | A |, %, h > and A' = < | A' | 9 n',h f y belong to *é(X). A morphism oc : À-* A' is a mapping a : | A 1) which is one-to-one and order-preserving, i. e. (since % and n' are linear), a (x) TE' a (y) o x % y for ail x, y e \ A \ ; 1.2. We will define the concaténation of arrangements, which will generalize the concaténation of words for finite arrangements. This will be done in terms of another opération called the substitution which we now define. Note that a (^4) does not depend on h if a is total. Furthermore, if a :
) is a morphism for ail x such that a x (x) is defined, one can define a canonical morphism y : CT X (AJ -* a 2 (^2) by taking: For arrangements in X *, this concaténation coïncides with the usual one. But it does not with the concaténation on X e0 described in [6] (Recall that uv = u if u e Z® A language L <= { 0, 1 }* is prefix-free if w -< i? implies M = Ü for all w, Ü G Z.
A complete language is a maximal element of the set of prefix-free languages ordered by inclusion.
1.6. LEMMA [7] : A prefix-free language Lc{0,l}* is complete if for all u 9 ve{0,l}*: uOveL => ulweLfor some we{0, 1}* and ulveL =^ uOweLfor some we{0, 1}*.
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THEOREM : Every A e jtf a (X) is of theform(K 9
^ j, A: > for some complete language K a { 0, 1 }*.
Proof: The case of a finite arrangement A is trivial. For an infinité A, the proof will be done in two steps: we first define a prefix-free language L such that A ~ < L, g l9 1 > ; secondJy, we transform L into a complete language K such that < U eu O * < K, ûi, k>.
Let us take A = < t yK, TC, h > for some linear order n on^T and A :*/f -> X.
We define a séquence (w n ) ne ,r °f words on {0, 1 } such that, for ail n: 
/(«J = h(n).
We construct u n inductively;
• « 0 = 10. Note that 3) and 4) hold, the other conditions being trivîally satisfied;
•• having defined u n we now define u n+x in the following way:
(i) if (n +1) u i for ail i = 0, 1, ..., n, let v be a word defined by 3) for L n Then we take n n+1 = v 10;
(it) if in (« + 1) for i = 0, 1, ...,«, let u; be defined by 4) for L n . Then we take u n+1 -u; 10; (iii) if i n (n +1) nj for some /,;e{0, ...,«} and {k/0^k^n,ink nj } = { /,; } then we take u n+i = z itJ 10 where z itj is defined by 5) for L n .
Conditions 3 to 5 express that there is room left for other éléments to the left and to the right of what has already been constructed and between any two éléments. These possibilités are used in cases (i), (ii) and (iii) of the définition of L n + V The factors "10" are used to preserve conditions 3 to 5. The rest of the proof follows from:
Proof: Let L <= { 0, 1 }* be prefix-free. We define a mapping cp : L -• { 0, 1 }*, we will take K -<p (L), and (p will be the required isomorphism cp : < L, ^£> -> < K, ^>.
A prefix u of some word in L is critica! if :
«0{0, l}*nL = 0 <=| => wl{0, l}*nL = 0.
Note that L is complete if and only if it has no critical prefix by lemma 1.6.
Assume by contradiction that u ^ u'. Then M = t? 0 M? and M' = v 1 u?' for some v> w y w r e {0, 1 }* (or vice versa); but v is «o? critical hence cp («) = x 0 j> and <p (M') = x 1 y for some x, y, y' e { 0 5 1 }* and we cannot have q> (w) -< q> («').
Q. E. D.
CLAIM 2 : Ler w, u' eL. If u ^lu r then cp («) ^, cp («'). We have w = v 0 tü and M' = Ü 1 ÏÜ' for some i? s w, w' e { 0, 1 }* hence v is «o? critica] and cp (M) = x 0y, cp («') = x 1 ƒ for some x, y 9 y' e { 0, 1 }*.
Claim 1 shows that AT is prefix-free and that cp is one-to-one, claim 2 that cp preserves ^,. We need only show that K is complete. for some w/e{0, 1}* = vlw'. Lemma 1.6 shows then that K is complete. If we represent prefix-free languages by trees, the transformation of L into K corresponds to the suppression of nodes with only one son.
As an example, if L = {0, 1010, 100010, 100011 } then K = { 0, 100, 101, 11 }.
THE FONTIER OF AN INFINITE TREE
2.1. Let F = { • } u X. The symbol • will be given the arity 2 and each x e X the arity 0.
We recall from [1] the définition of M°° (F), the set of infinité (and finite) trees on F by adapting it to the special set F that we are considering.
A tree T is a partial mapping: {0, l}*->Iu{*} such that the set of its nodes, Dom (T) = { u e { 0, 1 }*/T(u) is defined } satisfies the following properties :
1) u < veDom (T)=>u e Dom (T);
2) T(u)eX if and only if u is maximal in Dom (T) w. r. t. -<. Let T # = {ue { 0, 1 }*/r(«)eX}, the set of terminal nodes. Then r ff is prefix-free. It is complete if and only if T is locally finite [1] i. e. if each node is prefix of some terminal node. We let M {F) dénote the set of finite trees (with a finite set of nodes) and M lcc (F), the set of locally finite trees. ) e X* and coincides with the usual frontier defined fot instance in [8] . An immédiate conséquence of theorem (1.7) is 2.3. THEOREM: Such a system is a context-free grammar with the special property that right handsides of équations are monomials rather than polynomials.
A binary opération on trees is defined by T = T 0 *T t if T(s) = • and T(iu) = Ti (u)
It is known that the language generated by a context-free grammar is the set of frontiers of the trees generated by a regular tree-grammar. A similar result is used here.
Given X, we define a system 2 of the form < u t = t u 1 ^ i ^ k > such that 7 t e M (F u V) and $ (fj) = 7, for i = 1, ..., k.
This new system has a unique solution < T l5 ..., T k > in M 00 (F) and,
> is a solution of I in ^ (X). We shall characterize it by an initiality property and show that it does not depend on the choice of S. Any solution in j^^ (X) ofw= wow is a dense countable linearly ordered set without least and greatest element, hence is isomorphic to the order type of rational numbers. In the special case where Jf = { a }, this problem is equivalent to the following one:
NOTATIONS : If u t is a variable of S, we let T (S,
(P') : Given two prefix-free rational languages L and L' on { 0, 1 }, can we décide whether < L, g z > and < L\ ^z> are isomorphic order types?
In fact these two problems are equivalent. Let us show that (P) reduces to (i>'). If Z= {a u a 2 
Quasi-rational Systems
A System S = < M; = t u 1 ^ i ^ fc > is quasi-rational if it is a quasi-rational context-free grammar i. e. if for ail u ( and ?e(Zu F)* such that u t ->t then W| occurs at most once in t. The system S is preordered if there exists a preorder 0 on { 1, ...,fc} such that for all i and j:
(i) if My occurs in t t then y 0 i (i. e. y* is less than i w. r. t. 0), (ii) if Uj and u t have distinct occurrences in t { (and possibly j = /) f 0/ and i 0 / do not hoJd together. If Let I be preordered by 0. By induction on the length of a dérivation u t -> t, one shows that if uj and u t have distinct occurrences in t then i' 0j and / 0 / do not hold together. In particular, this implies that E is quasi-rational.
PROPOSITION: A system E is quasi-rational if and only if it is preordered.
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• 3.7. In order to solve explicitly quasi-rationàl Systems, we define a certain kind of regular expressions (r. e.) involving exponentiation to co and -G>. Similar expressions are used in [5] , They are obtained by a finite number of applications of the foUowing rules:
(i) every ÖGÜS a r. e., and s is a r. e.,
(ii) RR' is a r. e., (iii) (JR) 0 * is a r. e., and (iv) (R)~m is a r. e., if R and R' are r. e. We also define regular expressions with parameters U l9 ..., U k by adding foliowing rule:
(v) Ui is a r. e. for i = 1, ..., fc. By définitions 1.2 and proposition 1.3, every r. e. i£ has a well defined value in sf a (X). A r. e. with parameters U u ..., U k has a value in J^ (Z) for every assignaient of values in si (X) to the parameters. (The same symbol will dénote a regular expression and its value.)
An arrangement A is quasi-rational if A -A (S, u^) for some quasi-rational system E.
THEOREM: -4/J arrangement is quasi-rational if and only if it is defined by some regular expression.
Proof: The "if" part is proved by induction on the structure of regular expressions :
(i) if R = a e X u { e }, then R = A (S, w t ) where S = < w x = a >; (ii) if R = R x R 2 , one constructs S x = < «i = *i, ..., w k = / k >; 2 2 One easily checks at each step of this construction that one gets preordeired Systems.
Let X be preordered by 8 and A = A (S, u t ).
For each ie { 1, 2, ..., k } one can find t\ e(Iu F)* such that:
(1) tAtU (2) if Uj occurs in t f t then jd i; (3) if Uj occurs in t\ and iQj then i = j; (4) «f has at most one occurrence in t r v Let E' = < Ml = t[, ..., ttjk = ^>; then 1(2) =1(S'). We now define R t such that R t = ^4 (E', u t ) for f = 1, ..., k. We define R t in terms of the R/ s such that j 9 f and i # j. By using regular expressions with parameters, we can also define all solutions of a given quasi-rational system E. In order to do so we state without proof the following: Given £ as in the second part of the proof of 3.8, let U t be a parameter for all i e { 1, ..., k } such that ti contains an occurrence of u t let P be this set of parameters.
We define regular expressions R t with parameters in P in the same way as before except in case (P) where we take:
We obtain with lemma 3.10 and the above notations:
3.11. THEOREM: The class of solutions of E is exactly the class of values of < R u ..., R k > where parameters range over sé (X).
3.12.
Example: Let E be defined in example 3.9:
R 2 is left to the reader. Hence, the gênerai solution of S dépends on two parameters, U t and J7 3 . We conclude this section by another characterization of quasi-rational Systems.
Let Te M m (F). An infinité branch of Jis a word w e { 0, 1 }* such thât w [w] (i. e. the finite prefix of w of length n) belongs to Dom (T) for all n eJT.
À tree is sparse (in French : éparpillé) if it has at most countably many infinité branches.
PROPOSITION: A system E is quasi-rational if and only if each F (E, u t ) is sparse.
Proof: Assume that E is not quasi-rational. Then u t -^t with two occurrences of u t in t. Then JT(E, u t ) contains as a subgfaph the tree 17 = U-k U of 2.2. is choosen in such a way that $ (t t ) = w f . We shall see that all possible choices for 2 yield the same result. We redefine the concept of a solution of 2 in sé (X), more precisely than we have done yet:
A is the substitution such that a t (z) = O (7}) if r f (z) = u p for z e ? l# . Hence, y t is an isomorphism of <$> (T ( p, (z 2 )) ).
These properties insure in fact the existence and unicity of p. Since y t is bijective, every z e T# either belongs to t\P and P ( (z) is defined by (4.3.2) in a unique way, or is of the form z = z t z 2 with z x e t$ and z 2 e T j9 in a unique way and z 2 is shorter than z (since t t $ V) and p f (z) is defined by (4.3.3) in a unique way if P y (z 2 ) is, which can be assumed since | z 2 | < | z | (in a proof by induction). It follows that j/ oe (jr)/ûi is isomorphic to M" (F)/s. Equivalences on M 00 (F) have been investigated in [2] for a different purpose. We shall use the concepts of [2] and show a négative resuit, that = is not an algebraic congruence on M 00 (F), It will follow that M 00 (F)/ = and s$ m (X)l^i are not "pleasantly" presented, as we would like them to be.
Let us recall that M 00 (F) is the set of maximal éléments of an ordered set MQ (F) defined as follows: the alphabet is augmented with a new symbol Q and M^( J F)=¥ w (Fu{Q }). An order relation < on M™ (F) is defined as follows: T<T iff Dom(T) c Dom(7 7/ ) and for ail u in Dom (T), T(u) =Q or T(u) = T' (w).
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Intuitively T < T if and only if T is obtained from T by the substitution of arbitrary éléments for certain occurrences of Q in T. One can also think of T as an "initial subtree of T" 9 if T< T'.
Let M Q (F) be the set of trees of Mg (F) with a finite set of nodes. Letters t, t\ s y s\ f l5 ... will be reserved to éléments of M a (F) .
Every increasing séquence (t n ) in M a (F) has a least upper bound Sup (£") in Mg (F), and conversely, every element of Mg (F) is the least upper bound of an increasing séquence in M Q (F) .
We shall show that the équivalence = does not satisfy the following continuity property:
If (t n ) and (t'J are increasing séquences in M a (F) such that t n = t' n for ail n eJT, then Sup (Q = Sup (Q.
To do so we take an example.
Example:
Let s m s' n and s" be the increasing séquences in M a (F) defined by:
The séquences ^B*4' an^ • y »*^ al so are increasing and have least upper bounds T 0 *T 2 and T 2 *T t respectively (T o , 7^ and F 2 are defined in 2.2).
We have clearly:
• 
